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Good morning. I’m Tyler Cline. Currently,  I’m the digital archivist at UNC Charlotte, but this morning I want to talk to you about my experiences in leaving my position as the Digital Archivist at the American Heritage Center, University of Wyoming.I’ll share my experiences, and lessons learned during this transition



Lessons learned when leaving my position as digital archivist 
at the University of Wyoming, American Heritage Center 
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Full disclosure, I submitted this lightning talk the week I was leaving the AHC, right smack dab in the middle of the transition I’m going to be describing.



The American Heritage Center 

• Over 3,500 collections 
• 75,000 linear feet 
• 150 born-digital and hybrid collections 
• 4.2 TB 
 

• Collecting areas include: 
 
Entertainment industry, comic book industry, 
Wyoming and the American West, women 
journalists, University of Wyoming archives, 
rare books 
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I became the digital archivist at the American Heritage Center in June of 2013.I left in August of 2017.When I started, the AHC had been without a digital archivist for a little over a year, and projects had been languishing.I came on board as the Digital Programs Archivist, responsible not only for born-digital archiving and preservation, but as the supervisor to a digitization department, that also included event photography, printing, and computer support.Suffice it to say, my time was not spent 100% with digital archiving. Throw in committee service, outreach, and scholarship, I’d say my time spent building out the born-digital program was around 5%.



Born-digital workstation with support for multiple obsolete physical media formats, 2016  
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The work towards born-digital archiving had been started by my predecessor, and was pretty sparse.The AHC’s collections had a ton of digital records on their original physical media, no workflows for creating preservation metadata, and no permanent server space.So there was lots of opportunity for me to build out a program for born-digital records.



Created born-digital workflows 

• Appraisal 
• Accessioning 
• Ingest 
• Preservation 
• Description 
• Access 
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Which I did.Over the course of four years, I built up the AHC’s capacity for digital ingest, preservation, and access.I chaired a committee to determine and implement born-digital polices and procedures.



Eliminated media backlog 

Queue of digital collection material for ingest, 2016 
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I managed a successful project to address the backlog of uningested digital records on physical media.I collaborated with a graduate student on developing procedures for accessioning and ingest using the BitCurator suite.Almost 500 new digital accessions were migrated to permanent storage in the AHC’s dark archive, with over 2.8 terabytes ingested over one summer.The following year, I implemented an intern project training four interns who ingested media using BitCurator and followed best practices, bringing the total born-digital collections to 150, with over 4.2 terabytes of data.



Secured long-term server storage 
• 20 TB storage 

• Expansion possible in increments of 10TB 

• Mirrored copy on site (local HDD) 

• Shadow copies 

• Nightly tape backups on site 

• Weekly tapes taken off-site 
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Making this backlog process possible was the contract for permanent server space with our University’s IT department.I negotiated the contract with University IT for reduced cost storage for a one-time fee.After five years, maintenance costs would kick in at around 4% of IT’s customary charges.



Provided access for researchers 

Windows 7 PC with QuickView+ 
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I developed a homegrown system to provide access to digital files in the reading room.Using access copies, Windows networking, and QuickView plus, I trained reference archivists to pull born-digital materials for patrons at the folder or collection level, depending on restrictions.I developed procedures to catalog born-digital material in our CMS, so usage stats could be generated.



Is your job actually five different jobs?  
 

• Born-Digital archivist 
• Mass-digitization manager 
• Webmaster 
• Social media 
• Networking and desktop support 
• Faculty committees, chairing some, 
University committees, chairing some 
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I did this all while wearing five other hats, and serving on and chairing committees.My work lead to a serviceable set of workflows for dealing with born-digital records at large scale.



Policies and procedures 
are only as good as the 
institutions that support 
them 
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So when I decided to leave in spring 2017, digital workflows looked stable and manageable.I left all my documentation to my scan lab production manager, who I had worked closely with to devise methods for description of BD records in EAD finding aids.This would provide continuity, so when a new digital archivist was hired, they could get up to speed quickly.



Downward spiral of support 
• Wyoming budget crisis 
• University forced to cut $40m, lost over 350 staff 
and faculty through attrition and buyouts 

• New president and provost, lack of 
understanding and support for archives 
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The state of Wyoming cut millions in spending in 2016-2017, and cut the University’s budget by over $40 million dollars.Vacant faculty and staff positions were not hired for all of 2016.The provost believed AHC is overstaffed and not delivering results to students despite the consistent use of the archives by professors and their classes.



Take every opportunity you can 
to talk about the value of digital 
archives, especially with 
administration, legislators, and 
donors. 
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With all that being true, all the documentation in the world doesn’t do any good if no one is there to follow it.As part of their fiscal crisis, the University forced my computer support specialist into retirement.That left just two other people who could take over my management of the dark archive:The University archivist, and the digital production manager.The University archivist resigned shortly after I did.



Areas of responsibility 

• Preservation: scan lab production manager 
(also in charge description) 

• Ingest: born-digital intern (Simmons MLIS 
student) 

• Access: reference faculty and staff 
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The training I provided over the course of four years will hopefully hold over for the time being.But digital literacy at the AHC could be much improved.Could I have done a better job of promoting digital literacy. Yes.



Other takeaways 
• Have a chain of custody in place for access to master 

copies of born-digital records 

• Make sure colleagues understand principles of digital 
preservation  

• Help colleagues, donors, and administrators understand 
that without robust digital preservation programs in 
place now, data will be lost 
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Where does that leave the state of digital records at the AHC?My leaving will have an impact to the work that gets done until the next Digital Archivist is hired.But continuity during that transition is still my biggest worry.Could I have done a better job of advocacy in my position? Yes.



Questions, comments, an overwhelming need to yell loudly? 
tyler.cline@uncc.edu 

@roguearchivist 
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Thank you for your time this morning.
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